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Reflections from a 36km walk across Singapore

Traversing the Coast-to-Coast trail under 30 deg C heat makes me realise there
is much more to learn and explore before I can claim to know Singapore

In 1998, when my not-yet-husband Jim Rogers was training for the New York City

marathon, the two of us walked the 42km route one Sunday before the race. We

canvassed the five boroughs, Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx and

Manhattan, allowing him to know the course better, while offering me on-the-ground

discovery. The next weekend, Jim would complete the marathon and then propose

marriage to me, right after the finish line. He likes to say: "I was high on endorphins."

I have always thrived on a challenge (being married to Jim is certainly one). When I

recently met an Indonesian gentleman who mentioned he had walked across

Singapore, I could not believe he had beaten me to it! In my 12 years here, I have

traversed many of the lorongs and districts, but never on foot and all in the same day.

Since Singapore is a walkable 36km wide (along the NParks Coast-to-Coast trail), and I

have walked a marathon and climbed Mount Kilimanjaro thrice, cutting across the

island would be a breeze - or so I thought. This trek would be an opportunity to learn

more about my home, broadening my mind while also exercising my body. Win, win,

especially with it being August, the month of Singapore's birthday.

The man who inspired me, a true influencer, had hired a guide to lead on his walk.

That seemed a bit over the top. After researching online, I decided the Coast-to-Coast

(C2C) trail, launched in April, would be the best way across the island. If a Singapore
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governmental organisation was involved, then I was sure the app, route and signage

would all be first-rate.

As a bonus, I invited my daughter Happy, 16, to join me, and she agreed without too

much cajoling. I do believe we learn even more through our children's eyes. So one

Saturday last month, at around 8am, we began in the west at Jurong Lake Gardens,

finishing the journey in the east, at Rower's Bay Park in Upper Seletar Reservoir, at

about 5pm. Admittedly, we enjoyed an extended break midday, when Jim, now my

husband of 19 years, met us for lunch en route, near the Botanic Gardens MRT station.

My concrete takeaways from the C2C walk are not especially profound, but

collectively they reminded me that although this is home - I do feel I have invested in

Singapore, with a child in the local school system, as a volunteer and board member of

several local organisations, and with mostly Singaporean friends - I still have loads to

learn, oodles more people to meet and myriad sites to explore before I can rightly

claim to know Singapore.
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It is true the world over that we often take for granted the gems right in our own

backyard. When Jim and I first moved here, we told a government executive we were

going to a dragon boat race at Bedok Reservoir. He smiled, a little bemused, and said:

"Terrific! I should do that too. I haven't even been there." When we lived in New York,

very few I knew had thoroughly investigated the island of Manhattan, much less the

five boroughs of the city. We must always be thirsty to explore more.

The initial 7.3km walk from Jurong Lake Gardens to Bukit Batok Nature Park was my

favourite leg of the route - perhaps because it was still early on in our C2C walk, and

there was fresh coffee in my system and cloud cover keeping the temperature a cool

26 deg C, coupled with my eternal optimist's mindset. During our time in the Chinese

Gardens, we did not see any other Caucasians, nor anyone walking a dog. The park

was chock-full of people, mostly middle-age, exercising, strolling and practising taiji.

While walking through Jurong, we passed block after block of mammoth HDB flats,

with few businesses or schools in sight. As we continued, the sidewalks, frenetic with

pedestrians, scooters and cyclists, became far too narrow for the heavy usage.

Nevertheless, with excellent C2C signage guiding us, we were almost giddy.

When I needed the loo - I was now cursing the coffee that had fuelled me earlier - I

asked an uncle in an HDB void deck for directions. Shocked to see me, he led me to a

clean women's toilet, moving slowly with his cane. Nearing a primary school, Happy

noticed only boys running and playing out front on the basketball courts. Their female

contemporaries huddled in the shade.

National Day flags billowed from small balconies as we approached Bukit Timah

Nature Reserve, where we both welcomed the slight drizzle. When the rain turned

into a downpour, we ducked into a bus stop for cover. With time to spare, Happy and I

noticed the clever Speak Good English advertising campaign, encouraging us to

connect and be understood from "Marsiling to Melbourne" and "Newton to New York".

Later, I would turn to Google to determine Marsiling's place in Singapore.
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The Upper Bukit Timah to Adam Road stretch was my least favourite. Walking

carefully on the narrow, broken sidewalk, we were uncomfortably near the hectic

thoroughfare, forcing us to walk in single file. Residential apartments, condos, petrol

stations and bus stops became our sole scenery, offering few nuances to Singapore.

The unwavering 30 deg C heat, perhaps causing my blase mindset, was starting to

slow us down.

Along Lornie Road, when we happened on roadside graves, all marked with olden-day

Chinese characters in red paint, I knew these were remnants of Bukit Brown

Cemetery, dating back to 1922. I had read of the concerned citizens and conservation

groups who galvanised to save the cemetery, and rightly so, but never visited. The

most challenging stretch followed near MacRitchie Reservoir Park, where

construction meant signage for the C2C trail was non-existent. We lost at least 40

minutes as we used the NParks app and Google Maps to determine the correct

direction. In the future, I am certain the C2C app will gain navigational capabilities,

making the route far easier for everyone to follow.

By the time we reached Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park, we were both beat. The arches of my

feet throbbed. My head began to swim in doubt, questioning if we could or would

succeed. Ang Mo Kio seemed to last forever as we passed avenue after avenue, street

numbers increasing, but our collective stamina failing to follow suit. More fluttering

flags, a coconut water for me and a cold Milo for Happy pushed us onward. A

WhatsApp message, "Jia you!", from my friend Maisy, who was following along on

social media, offered another lift. While passing ITE College Central, we were struck

by how cool the Gen Y crowd looked, hanging around outside, between classes or

awaiting their buses home.

All sweaty by mid-afternoon, I was embarrassed to head into an MRT station to use

the loo, since my usual put-together self now looked completely done in. Maybe it was

vanity rearing her ugly head, but as the trek evolved into a day-long journey, I was

ashamed of not putting a better face forward. When I caught the eyes of aunties and

uncles smiling kindly, I could tell they did not see many folks like me in their

neighbourhoods. I hated that I was falling into the typical sloppy American stereotype,

with my running shorts, tank top, fanny pack and a water bottle on a cross-body sling.

If I ever attempt this adventure again, I will kit out myself far better. That's a promise.
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A Japanese proverb on climbing the famous peak of Mount Fuji proclaims: "He who

climbs Mount Fuji is a wise man; he who climbs twice is a fool." After walking across

Singapore, all glorious 36km, I decree a similar sentiment: She who walks Singapore

once is wise; twice, a fool! In the end, we finished the trail equally exuberant and

exhausted, awfully sunburned and disappointed over the lack of a C2C "You Made It"

sign at Rower's Bay Park. Yet, the new treasures we discovered along the way left us

inspired.

Honestly, for everyone, not just expatriates like myself, who might live in a bit of a

fishbowl here, this C2C trail should be a rite of passage. If the 36km adventure feels too

daunting, one can easily break it up over a few weekends, completing a shorter, but

perhaps more satisfactory walk, then strolling in one of Singapore's splendid parks to

round it off.

For better or worse, the cross-country C2C route is far more concrete jungle than

garden of green. The mind must be prepared for this. If, however, one is feeling tough

as nails and determined to go all or nothing, then do it in a single day. Happy and I are

proof that it is possible.

Likely because she realised there is always more to learn about Singapore, Happy

suggested our family dine at Maxwell Food Centre for lunch on National Day. We

ended up waiting a good 20 minutes in the queue at the acclaimed Tian Tian Chicken

Rice stall. That day, we were among the few decked out in patriotic red and white. Our

love of our adopted home means we shall keep exploring and learning for as long as

she claims us.
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